
School Council – 29.11.19 

Focus of the meeting today was to briefly discuss items for the inside of the 

cabin and then to discuss how the School Council feel that the IPC Projects 

have gone so far this term and what they have learnt. 

 Quiet Area. 

 Several School Council Representatives talked about the research 

they had completed at home looking at suitable lights, cushions 

etc. The following items were brought forward as suggestions: 

diamond shaped fairy lights; LED lights that change colours with a 

switch; cushions in Argos with different colour themes; B&M Store 

– pink and grey with gold stripes across them. Gold and rose 

coloured gold lamps; Homebase – circular light, when you turn it 

on there are different colours inside. 

 IPC Projects. 

 Year 2 – From A to B  

1) ‘This means going from one place to another’  

2) ‘We are much more confident now and have learnt new things’ 

3) ‘We have learnt all about transport and buildings’. 

 Year 3 – Footprints from the Past  

1) Children talked about fossils, hunters and gatherers, Iron Age 

people, how the Bronze Age ended and the Iron Age started. 

2) ‘We found out about history and things that have happened 

1000s of years ago’ 

3) ‘We enjoyed making round houses’ 

4) ‘We have experience of using different materials to see if they 

break or not’. 

5) ‘We have learnt about the Iron Age people’. 

6) ‘We learnt that the Bronze Age ended and the Iron Age 

started’. 

 Year 4 – Building a Village  

1) Children explained that they have learnt about Anglo Saxons 

and Vikings. They have especially enjoyed being creative and 

building helmets and long ships and then decorating them. 



2) ‘We have learnt about the different weapons they used to 

fight’. 

3) ‘Vikings were like kings’. 

4) ‘We have really liked learning about Gods and how their names 

were used to name the days of the week.’ 

5) ‘We have looked at weapons at the museum, and have seen 

the actual long boats’. 

6) ‘We have also seen statues of anglo Saxons who are dead ad 

learnt about money’.  

 Year 5 – Fascinating Forces and Full Power  

1) ‘We have done lots of experiments’ 

2) ‘We have been making cars in DT’ 

3) ‘We have been designing our own technology that should go in 

our cars’. 

4) ‘We have done lots of experiments. We learnt about magnets 

and floating and sinking. We used balls with holes and also a 

glue stick to see which would float and sink.’ 

5) ‘We have been looking at air resistance.’ 

 Year 6 – Battle of Britain / WWII 

1) The children explained that they have learnt so much, and 

were very animated about the blitz and the book Goodnight 

Mr Tom. They explained about timelines and how they have 

looked at how the war developed and different key moments. 

2) ‘We have been reading Goodnight Mr Tom and learnt all about 

being evacuated to rural areas.’ 

Ms Cooper thanked everyone for their contributions. 

The meeting closed at 12:30 


